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高一英语第十七期·语法自测 

 

II. Grammar and Vocabulary                                                            高一 

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one 

answer that best completes the sentence. 非 

1. American eat ____ vegetables per person today as they did in 1920.   

 A. more than twice B. as twice as many C. twice as many as D. more than twice as many 

2. We were too tired to walk ____ farther towards the evening so we had to find a hotel to stay.  

 A. any B. much C. even D. still 

3. The price of the flat now is ____ that last year.    

 A. as twice high as B. as high as twice C. twice the amount of D. twice more expensive than 

4. It is an established fact that factory workers work better, harder, and have ____ accidents when their 

machines are painted orange rather than black or grey.   

 A. fewer B. few C. more D. less 

5. Compared with the nervousness of driving in the rain or snow, it is ____ to sit in a train without any worry of 

bad weather.    

 A. more tired B. less tiring C. less tired D. even more tiring 

6. – Do you take enough money with you? – Yes, I spent ____ I had expected.  

 A. not so many as B. as many as C. much more than D. much less than 

7. The salesman showed her several rings and she chose ____ expensive one as she didn’t want to spend too 

much money on it.    

 A. the less B. the more C. the least D. the most 

8. Staying in a hotel in Shanghai one day costs ____ renting a house in my hometown for a week. 

 A. the three times price of B. three times the price of 

C. as much as three times D. as much three times as 

9. People pay ____ to your voice as to the content of your speech.    

 A. so much attention  B. as much attention  C. much attention  D. attention much 

10. The Winter Olympic champion Zhou Yang was ____ that her remarks after winning the gold medal caused 

criticism from some people.    

A. a so direct person B. so direct a person C. a direct so person D. a so person direct 

11. Americans eat vegetables per person today ____ as they did in 1910.   

A. more than twice B. as twice as many C. twice as many D. as more than twice 

12. The higher the oil price is, the more ____ to the global economy.   

A. damage will it cause B. it will cause damage C. damage it will cause D. will it cause damage 

13. Everybody said it was an ideal marriage; no one had ever known ____ couple.  

A. the happier B. a happier C. a happiest D. the happiest 

14. The heart is ____ intelligent than the stomach, for they are both controlled by the brain.  

A. not less B. not more C. no less D. no more 

15. The lady was so keen on the fur coat that she would have bought it even it cost ____.  

A. as twice much B. much as twice C. as much twice D. twice as much 

答案由高一英语第十八期提供 (每周一期 ) 

第十六期答案  1~15 CCDCB BACCB ABCBD  

 

如果本套试题有不会的题目，请于每周五，周六，周日下午 16:00----17:00 来吉地教育五角场校区，一

线教师，免费为你一对一答疑！ 


